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Online Quiz League 
 

Questions set by:  Lewis Jones, Keith Nickless and Joe Crowther Edited by: Aidan Linge 
For use in: Season 7 Week 8 Friendly matches played 22/06/2022 

Quiz Perfick as of: 21/06/2022 
 

Note to QMs (please read aloud to teams): Players are politely reminded to have their hands in view at all times 
 
 

 



Round 1 

1a In which country does the Tagus River rise? Although it empties into the ocean in Portugal, its source is in a country east 

of there. Spain 

1b 
Which universally accepted mathematical symbol was first used by the Welsh mathematician Robert Recorde in his 1557 

work The Whetstone of Witte? Recorde called the symbol "gemowe lines". equals sign (=) 

2a 
Running for 5 seasons between 2008 and 2013, which acclaimed US drama series was set and filmed in Albuquerque, 

New Mexico? Breaking Bad 

2b What is the shared name of nude statues by Donatello, Michelangelo, and Bernini? Donatello's version depicts a figure 

standing on the head of a vanquished foe, while in Bernini's version the figure is wielding a sling. David 

3a 

Which American indie singer-songwriter released the albums Are We There?, Remind Me Tomorrow, and Tramp in the 

2010s? Her best known songs include 'Seventeen' and 'Every Time The Sun Comes Up'. Sharon Van Etten 

3b 

Babur, Akbar, and Shah Jahan were all rulers of which Empire that ruled modern day India between the 16th and 19th 

centuries? Mughal Empire 

4a 
With a name like a film from the 1940s, which fielding position in cricket is positioned at around 45 degrees to the batter 

on the off-side behind the slips and gully near the boundary? Third man 

4b 
Placing at number 61 in the 2022 National Restaurant Awards, which Leeds restaurant run by Michael O'Hare takes its 

name from a line from a classic film of 1939? The Man Behind The Curtain 

 



 
 
 
Round 2 

  1a In 1993, Schindler’s List won the Oscar for Best Picture and Steven Spielberg for Best Director. Who won the Oscar for 

Best Supporting Actor in the film The Fugitive? Tommy Lee Jones 

1b 
The biggest seller of charms and charm bracelets in the UK is which Danish high street jewellers, the world's largest 

jewellery brand? The company shares its name with the first woman in Greek myth, who opened a box and released all 

of humanity's evils. Pandora 

2a Later becoming UN High Commissioner for Human Rights, who served as President of Ireland 1990-1997? Mary Robinson 

2b Which US navy ship was attacked by Israel in 1967 during the Six Day War, after being mistaken for an Egyptian ship? USS Liberty 

3a When the Milwaukee Bucks won the NBA Finals in 2021 they did so beating the Suns, a team based in which Arizona 

city? Phoenix 

3b Often regarded as the greatest medieval Muslim philosopher, which tenth- and eleventh-century thinker fused Aristotelian 

philosophy with Islam in works such as The Healing? Avicenna (or ibn Sina) 

4a The musical partnership of John Kander and Fred Ebb wrote which 1975 musical with an American city for its title? 

Featuring songs such as 'Cell Block Tango' and 'All That Jazz', a film adaptation of it won the 2002 Academy Award for 

Best Picture. Chicago 

4b Which metal has the atomic number 47 and the symbol Ag? Silver 

 
 



 
 
 
 
Round 3 

1a Which punk band produced the triple album Sandinista, the single album Give 'em Enough Rope and the singles 'Know 

your Rights', 'I Fought the Law' and 'White Riot'? Their lead singer, whose real name was John Graham Mellor, would 

have been 70 this year. The Clash 

1b The journal L'Étudiant Noir, founded by Léopold Senghor, Léon Damas, and Aimé Césaire, developed into which global 

twentieth-century literary and cultural movement that highlighted the shared 'blackness' of Africans and the African 

diaspora? Négritude 

2a The UEFA Women's Euro 2022 tournament will begin next month with which country as hosts? Later this summer a city in 

this country will also be hosting the Commonwealth Games. United Kingdom (Accept England) 

2b A key science goal of the Square Kilometre Array telescope will be to characterise which fundamental force? The SKA will 

achieve this fundamental force by observing pulsars and black holes, but it can be observed on earth by watching an 

apple fall from a tree. Gravity 

3a By what name is the lower legislative house of Russia known? Coming from the Russian for 'to think', it shares its name 

with the legislative body created by Nicholas II in response to the 1905 Revolution. Duma 

3b The standard UK packet of Haribo Starmix contains bears, rings, fried eggs, hearts and which other item, a staple of pick 

and mix selections that often come in a 'fizzy' variant, such as in Haribo's Tangfastics? cola bottles 

4a 

Which BBC sitcom, airing from 2006 until 2009, starred (and was co-created by) Sharon Horgan, and features her starring 

alongside Tanya Franks and Rebekah Staton as three women - Donna, Karen, and Louise - living together in London? Pulling 



4b What was the shared cause of death of statespeople Juvenal Habyarimana, Lech Kaczyński, and Samora Machel? Plane Crash 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Round 4 

1a Widely regarded as one of the greatest of all time and nicknamed 'The Tiger Woods of Poker', which poker player has the 

most World Series of Poker bracelets without ever winning the main event? Victoria Coren Mitchell wrote two articles after 

the London casino Crockford's successfully sued this player for over £7,000,000 of punto banco winnings. Phil Ivey 

1b A march in protest against unemployment and poverty that took place over 27 days in October 1936 ended in London and 

started in which north-eastern town for which the march is named? Jarrow 

2a Performing under a single word stage name, which Hi-NRG singer released the 1980s songs 'I'm So Beautiful', 'Shoot 

Your Shot', and 'You Think You're a Man'? Divine 

2b Launched in 2020 but growing in popularity in 2022, which app gives its users a 2 minute window each day to post a 

picture of what they're doing at that moment? Only one image, showing front and rear camera, can be posted per day. BeReal 

3a Gary Oldman played which literary title figure in a 1992 gothic horror film adaptation, directed by Francis Ford Coppola? A 

character strikingly similar to this one was played by Max Schreck in the 1922 film Nosferatu. Dracula 

3b Which British statistician and epidemiologist helped draw attention to the research of Richard Doll (and himself) that linked 

smoking to cancer? His namesake paradox describes how the incidence of cancer does not correlate with the number of 

cells in an organism, e.g. whales are no more likely to get cancer than humans. Richard Peto 



4a To which country does the island of Qeshm [keshm] belong? It sits to the south of this country, and is the largest island in 

the Strait of Hormuz and in the Persian Gulf. Iran 

4b Dubliners, Ulysses, and Finnegans Wake are all works by which prominent modernist author? James Joyce 

 
 

HALF-TIME - PLEASE CHANGE ORDER 
 
 
Round 5 

1a With an alliterative two word name featuring a farm yard animal, which fielding position in cricket is positioned on the very 

opposite side of the field from third man? Cow corner 

1b The Kangxi [kang-shee] Emperor, the Qianlong [chi-an-long] Emperor, and Puyi were all emperors of the Qing [ching] 

dynasty that ruled what large modern-day country? China 

2a Running for 5 seasons between 2002 and 2008, which acclaimed US drama series was set and filmed in Baltimore, 

Maryland? The Wire 

2b What is the shared name of sculptures by Rodin and Brancusi and a painting by Klimt? Rodin's version depicts two figures 

nude, while in Klimt's version the two figures are dressed in ornate yellow robes. The Kiss 

3a In which country does the Paraná River rise? Although it empties into the ocean in Argentina, its source is in a larger 

country north of there. Brazil 

3b Placing at number 71 in the 2022 National Restaurant Awards, which Mayfair Indian restaurant takes its name from a kind 

of sporting event? Gymkhana 



4a Which American indie singer-songwriter released the albums My Woman, All Mirrors, and Burn Your Fire For No Witness 

in the 2010s? Her best known songs include 'Shut Up Kiss Me'. Angel Olsen 

4b Which universally accepted mathematical symbol was first used by the Welsh mathematician William Jones in his 1706 

work A New Introduction to the Mathematics, probably as an abbreviation of the word 'periphery'? pi (π) 

 
 
 
 
 
Round 6 

1a 
Which BBC sitcom, airing from 2010 until 2012, starred Simon Amstell as a thinly veiled version of himself, a television 

presenter who quits in order to search for something more meaningful to do with his life? Grandma's House 

1b The standard UK packet of Mars' Revels contains orange cremes, coffee cremes, toffees, peanuts, Galaxy Counters and 

which other item, which is advertised separately as 'the lighter way to enjoy chocolate'? Maltesers 

2a 
The most recent FIFA Women's World Cup was hosted in which European country? A recent tennis grand slam tournament 

in this country concluded with Rafael Nadal winning his record breaking 14th title here. France 

2b A key science goal of the Square Kilometre Array telescope will be to characterise the origin of the largest-scale forms of 

which type of field? The SKA will observe these fields through the polarisation of light, but on earth they can be revealed by 

the alignment of iron filings in their presence. Magnetic Fields 



3a 
Which heavy metal band that has produced the albums Power Slave, Seventh Son of a Seventh Son and Senjetsu, and the 

singles 'Hallowed Be Thy Name', 'Be Quick Or Be Dead' and 'Aces High'? Their drummer Michael Henry McBrain turned 

seventy this year. Iron Maiden 

3b 

What was the shared cause of death of statespeople Harold Holt, William Adelin, and Frederick Barbarossa? Drowning 

4a 

By what name is the lower legislative house of the Republic of Ireland known? Simply meaning 'Irish assembly', it shares its 

name with the legislative body created in 1919 at the start of the war of independence. Dáil (Éireann) 

4b The collected volume The New Negro, edited by Alain Locke, was influential in fueling and codifying which twentieth-century 

literary and cultural movement that focused on specifically African-American identity, and was based in a neighbourhood of 

New York City? The Harlem Renaissance 

 
Round 7 

1a To which country does the Socotra Archipelago belong? The answer is not Oman, but the archipelago sits directly south of 

this country at the mouth of the Gulf of Aden. Yemen 

1b The Italian physician Carlo Urbani, who was part of the Medecins sans frontieres delegation who received the 1999 Nobel 

Peace Prize, was the first to identify and draw attention to which global healthcare issue? This issue was his cause of 

death shortly afterwards. 

SARS [do not prompt on 

'coronaviruses'] 

2a Which English Hi-NRG singer had 1980s hits with her songs 'Searchin (I Gotta Find a Man)', 'Who's Leaving Who?', and 

'Whatever I Do (Wherever I Go)'? Hazell Dean 

2b Launched in 2011 but growing in popularity since the start of the COVID-19 pandemic, which app allows users to review Letterboxd 



and share their opinions on films? While it is free to use, paid Pro and Patron memberships allow users to access 

personalised statistics of their movie watching habits. 

3a Which Canadian poker player, nicknamed 'Kid Poker', has the most World Series of Poker event cashes, and has the third 

most live tournament cash winnings of any player, with over $42 Million?  Daniel Negreanu 

3b Orlando, To The Lighthouse, and Mrs. Dalloway are all works by which prominent modernist author? Virginia Woolf 

4a Robert DeNiro played which literary character in a 1994 gothic horror film adaptation, directed by Kenneth Branagh (who 

also played the title character as many pedants would be quick to point out). Boris Karloff most famously played this 

character in 3 films of the 1930s. 

Frankenstein's monster (prompt 

on Frankenstein) 

4b A series of three marches in support of civil rights for Black Americans that took place in March 1965 ended in 

Montgomery and started in which other Alabama city for which the marches are named? Selma 

 
 
 
 
 
Round 8 

1a The musical partnership of Kander and Ebb wrote the theme song for which 1977 Martin Scorcese film, with a title that 

repeats an American city twice? Originally recorded by Liza Minelli, a 1979 version by Frank Sinatra became one of his 

most recognised signature tunes. New York, New York 

1b Often regarded as the greatest mediaeval Christian philosopher, which twelfth-century thinker fused Aristotelian 

philosophy with Christianity in works such as Summa Theologica? Thomas Aquinas 



2a 
Later becoming UN High Commissioner for Human Rights, a role she still holds, which woman served as the first female 

President of Chile 2006-2010? Michelle Bachelet 

2b Which US navy ship was attacked and captured in 1968 by North Korea, and still remains captured in Pyongyang today? USS Pueblo 

3a In 1996 The English Patient won the Oscar for Best Picture and Anthony Minghella won the award for Best Director. Who 

won the award for Best Supporting Actress in this film? Juliette Binoche 

3b Which metal has the atomic number 79 and the symbol Au? Gold 

4a When the Los Angeles Lakers won the NBA Finals in 2020 they did so beating the Heat, a team based in which Florida 

city? Miami 

4b A different kind of charms are Jibbitz, which are clipped into the ventilation holes of which brand of shoes? A range of 

different coloured foam clogs, their name is an informal plural word for a large reptile. Crocs 

 
And that’s the real quiz! We hope you have enjoyed this friendly set. Please remember that the friendlies are written by volunteers who are 

all members of OQL so please consider that when making comments regarding the friendly set. 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
Spares 



1 Moroccan footballer Hakim Ziyech and Dutch player Donny van de Beek both left which club to join Premier League teams 

in the summer of 2020? Ajax 

2 

Which British retailer used the brand name St Michael for its own label products been 1927 and 2000, with the company 

announcing in 2021 that the brand would be revived? Marks and Spencer 

3 Opened in 2015 at Tayto Park, the fastest rollercoaster in Ireland is named after which figure from Irish mythology? Cú Chulainn 

4 What D was a Russian dissident who wrote the novel, Crime and Punishment Fyodor Dostoyevsky 

 
 


